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Key Points:5

• We calculated the surface temperatures and the sublimation rates of the Oxo crater by6
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Herschel, while the Juling crater probably is a likely candidate10
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Abstract11

Dwarf planet Ceres is characterized by several sites hosting (or have hosted) ice-rich patches12

as revealed by the Dawn’s Visible and InfraRed spectrometer (VIR). The study of the illumi-13

nation conditions including the effects of the local topography become critical in the estima-14

tion of the ice lifetime as well as the water vapor production rate. In this work we applied a15

3-D thermophysical model in order to study the illumination conditions on the shape model,16

derived on the basis of the images acquired by the Dawn’s Framing Camera during the Sur-17

vey mission phase, and to calculate the surface temperatures and water sublimation rates. We18

are interested in a crater in the northern hemisphere (42°), Oxo, which hosts water ice in its19

southern wall. A comparison with the surface temperatures and water sublimation rates of20

another Ceres’ crater, Juling, is carried out. Water ice sublimation rate of its ice-rich patch21

suggests that the crater Oxo probably is not the source of the emission detected by Herschel,22

a source that could be represented instead by the Juling crater.23

Plain Language Summary There are several reasons to support the idea that the dwarf24

planet Ceres is a world with a huge presence of water. First of all spectral evidence of water25

ice has been revealed by the Dawn’s Visible and InfraRed spectrometer (VIR) on the wall of26

some craters. Furthermore both geomorphological evidence like surface flows and the pres-27

ence of minerals, whose origin is correlated to the aqueous alteration, support this idea. Nu-28

merical simulations could contribute to understand how long the ice is stable on the surface,29

by studying the illumination conditions, and quantifies the eventual sublimation rate. In this30

work we concern about a particular crater, Oxo, in the northern hemisphere at latitude 42°,31

which hosts an ice-rich patch in the southern wall.32

1 Introduction33

Several locations on the surface of the dwarf planet Ceres are characterized by the34

presence of water ice. Recently, Combe et al. [2018] have identified nine locations that ex-35

hibit bands of the H2O molecule at 2.00, 1.65 and 1.28 µm and all these locations are at lati-36

tude pole-ward >30°. Among these locations are Juling [Raponi et al., 2018a], Oxo [Combe37

et al., 2016] and a small crater, Zatik, whose latitude is 70°N [Platz et al., 2016; Ermakov38

et al., 2017].39

The presence of water ice on the surface/subsurface of Ceres is also supported by40

geomorphological evidence (surface flow) [Schmidt et al., 2017], by the Dawn’s Gamma-41

Ray and Neutron Detector (GRaND) measurements of hydrogen [Prettyman et al., 2017],42

and by the inferred upper crust stratigraphy [Nathues et al., 2016]. A content of 30-40%43

of weak phase (water and/or porosity) in the shallow subsurface has also been inferred by44

Bland et al. [2016], while Fu et al. [2017] fixed the volume content of water ice in the crust45

at <25%. The estimated mean value of the bulk density, i.e. 2162 kg m−3 [Russell et al.,46

2016; Park et al., 2016], is another data that supports the idea of a large fraction of water ice47

in Ceres’ interior. Recent thermophysical models [Fu et al., 2017; Konopliv et al., 2018; Er-48

makov et al., 2017] have suggested that the crust ('45 km) has a density ranging from 120049

to 1600 kg m−3 compatible with no more than '30 vol.% of ice. King et al. [2018] estimated50

a crustal density <1300 kg m−3 consistent with hydrothermal alteration and also suggested51

the presence of a dense core (2367 kg m−3 and 100 km in size). Thermophysical models,52

developed in the past [McCord and Sotin, 2005; Castillo-Rogez and McCord, 2010], con-53

versely, estimated a quantity of free water by mass from 17% to 27%. In addition, the exis-54

tence of some specific minerals produced by aqueous alteration seems to confirm the pres-55
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ence of water ice in the subsurface layers [De Sanctis et al., 2016; Ciarniello et al., 2017;56

Carrozzo et al., 2018; McSween et al., 2018].57

Küppers et al. [2014] reported the Herschel observations of water vapor (6 kg s−1)58

around Ceres, probably emitted by a localized mid-latitude region while A’Hearn and Feld-59

man [1992] provided measurements about the detection of OH−, a product of photo-dissociation60

of water. Therefore, it is important to understand how the ice-rich patches on Ceres’ surface61

are activated. Several proposals can be found in the literature: cometary-type sublimation62

[Fanale and Salvail, 1987; Formisano et al., 2016a], impacts with other bodies [A’Hearn63

and Feldman, 1992], cryovolcanism [Neveu and Desch, 2015b], energetic solar flares [Vil-64

larreal et al., 2017] and crust gravitational overturn [Formisano et al., 2016b]. The water65

vapor released can contribute to form a transient exosphere around Ceres, whose timescale66

is less than one week [Formisano et al., 2016a], while Schorghofer et al. [2017] gives, under67

different thermophysical assumptions, a shorter estimation ('7 h). How long the ice sur-68

vives on Ceres’ surface and what is the expected water vapor production are questions that69

some previous thermophysical models have already tried to address. For example, Hayne70

and Aharonson [2015] estimated that water ice is stable for 1000 yr at latitudes <30° in case71

of low thermal inertia. Formisano et al. [2016a] suggested that exposed ice is stable for few72

orbits and an agreement with Herschel observations is reached if ice is buried a few centime-73

ters below the surface with an emitting area of '100 km2. Also Landis et al. [2017] studied74

the thermophysical conditions to have an emission compatible with Herschel measurements,75

determining that buried ice alone can not explain the measured water vapor rate, and it is76

also necessary to have exposed ice in “favorable” thermophysical conditions. Titus [2015]77

found that water ice is unstable at low latitudes but could be stable at latitudes higher than78

40-60° under a “right” combination of physical parameters. Finally, Schorghofer et al. [2016]79

estimated that in the northern hemisphere a region of '1800 km2 is permanently in shadow.80

This region could host other ice-rich areas [Platz et al., 2016].81

Water presence on Ceres’ surface makes this dwarf planet a link between the outer so-82

lar system icy satellites and the inner solar system rocky asteroids. The possibility of a sea-83

sonal cycle of the water in Ceres has been investigated by Raponi et al. [2018a], in which an84

increase of the water abundance on the northern wall of the crater Juling is reported. This ev-85

idence would be the "increasing part" of a more general water ice cycle, which would make86

Ceres an active icy world. Water ice could sublimate according a quasi cometary-type emis-87

sion (emission rate increases approaching the Sun), even if the Ceres’ gravity is greater than88

the gravity of a typical comet and as a consequence dust particles would be hardly removed89

from the surface. To constraint the lifetime of surface water ice as well as the surface tem-90

peratures and sublimation rate it is crucial to take into account the topography of the loca-91

tion under study. For this purpose, in this work, we used a shape model derived on the ba-92

sis of the images acquired by the Dawn’s Framing Camera during the survey mission phase93

[Preusker et al., 2016] and we focused on the crater Oxo localized in the northern hemi-94

sphere (42°). It is a '10 km diameter impact crater located in the rim of a degraded '4095

km diameter crater. Oxo is very young, certified by the presence of only few superimposed96

craters [Nathues et al., 2017], and it is characterized by the presence of an ice-rich coverage97

of '7 km2 in its southern wall [Combe et al., 2016; Combe et al., 2018] revealed by the ob-98

servations of the Dawn’s Visible and InfraRed Spectrometer.99

We applied a 3-D finite-element method thermophysical model, taking into account100

both the self-heating between the facets and the shadowing effects (by using the hemicube101

method). Planetary rotation is performed by applying a rotational matrix to the 3-D object102

constructed starting from the shape model. This approach lead us to study in detail the ther-103

mophysics of this particular location on Ceres’ surface. We also provided a comparison with104

the surface temperatures and water sublimation rates of another crater, Juling, which hosts105

water ice on its northern wall [Raponi et al., 2018a].106

To proceed in our investigation we have selected two different heliocentric distances,109

2.71 AU and 2.96 AU. The first distance is compatible with the Herschel’s observations of110
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Scenario Distance [AU] Solar constant [Wm−2] Sub solar point latitude [◦] Thermal Inertia [TIU]
A1 2.71 186 -2.2 500
A2 2.71 186 -2.2 15
A3 2.96 155 +2.1 15

Table 1. Scenarios we developed in this study. We report the heliocentric distance in astronomical unit, the
solar constant scaled for the distance, the subsolar point and the thermal inertia.

107

108

water vapour [Küppers et al., 2014], the second is linked to the Dawn’s VIR measurements111

[Raponi et al., 2018a]. In the first case we also explored the effects of the thermal inertia on112

the surface temperatures and sublimation rates, adopting two different values of the thermal113

inertia: 500 TIU (case A1) and 15 TIU (case A2). For the second distance, i.e. 2.96 AU, for114

comparison we have used VIR data and we have explored only the case with thermal inertia115

equal to 15 TIU. This value has been chosen since it is largely present in literature [Rivkin116

et al., 2011; Hayne and Aharonson, 2015; Schorghofer et al., 2017; Landis et al., 2017]. For117

a detailed discussion about the thermal inertia estimation see also Titus [2015]. In order to118

determine the effects of an extreme value, we have chosen 500 TIU. The physical characteris-119

tics of the different scenarios are reported in Tab.1.120

2 Numerical Model121

2.1 Overview122

We adopt a 3-D finite element method (FEM) code by using the software COMSOL123

Multiphysics 5.3a (www.comsol.com), in particular the module "Heat Transfer in Solids"124

with "surface-to-surface radiation" to solve the heat equation, with no convection since we125

are interested only in surface/subsurface temperatures:126

ρ(r)cp(r,T)
∂T
∂t
= ®∇· (K(r,T)®∇T), (1)

where T is the temperature, t the time, ρ(r) the density, cp(r,T) is the specific heat and K(r,T)127

is the thermal conductivity.128

The boundary condition we solve for each facet, following e.g. Keller et al. [2015]; Shi129

et al. [2016], is:130

Sc (1 − a) cos(Z) +QSH = −®n ·
(
K(r,T)®∇T

)
+ f L(T)Γ(T) + εσT4, (2)

where Sc is the solar constant scaled for the Ceres’ heliocentric distance in W m−2, a is the131

albedo, cos(Z) is the cosine of the solar incidence, ε is the emissivity, f is the area fraction132

covered by ice, σ the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, L(T) is the latent heat of sublimation and133

finally Γ(T) is the sublimation rate. We treat Ceres’ surface as a diffuse surface, which ab-134

sorbs the solar irradiation and emitted IR radiation as a grey body with an emissivity of 0.97,135

an approach similar to Komle et al. [2017]. The term QSH is the term related to the so-called136

"self-heating", that takes into account the mutual radiative interaction (infrared emission and137

reflected light) among the facets of the integration domain.138

Sublimation rate [kg m−2 s−1] is provided by using the following formula [Delsemme139

and Miller, 1971]:140

Γ = psat (T)
√

µ

2πRT
, (3)

where µ is water molar mass, R the universal gas constant and psat (T) the water ice satura-141

tion pressure, given by [Murphy and Koop, 2005]:142

psat (T) = exp
[
9.550426 − 5723.265

T
+ 3.3068ln (T) − 0.00728332

]
, (4)
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Symbol Value Reference
General Parameters
Solar constant at Earth distance S 1361 W m−2 - -
Rotational Period τ 9.074 h Russell et al. [2016]
Initial temperature T0 160 K Formisano et al. [2018]
Rock volumetric concentration v frock 0.85 Raponi et al. [2017b]
Ice volumetric concentration v fice 0.15 Raponi et al. [2017b]
Rock
Albedo arock 0.03 Ciarniello et al. [2017]; Li et al. [2016]
Density ρrock 1600 kg m−3 Heiken et al. [1991]
Specific heat cp,rock 760 J kg−1 K−1 Heiken et al. [1991]
Thermal conductivity Krock 2 W m−1 K−1 Heiken et al. [1991]
Ice
Albedo* aice 0.09 Raponi et al. [2017a]; Ciarniello et al. [2017]
Density ρice 950 kg m−3 - -
Specific heat cp,ice 7.037T + 185.0 J kg−1 K−1 Ellsworth and Schubert [1983]
Thermal conductivity Kice 567/T W m−1 K−1 Klinger [1980]
Enthalpy of sublimation L(T) 51.058 kJ kg−1 Murphy and Koop [2005]

Table 2. Physical parameters used in this study. The ice-rich patch is modeled as a mixture of 85% of rock
and 15% of ice. Density, specific heat and thermal conductivity of the patch are calculated according these
percentages. * This value refers to the mixture ice-rock adopted in the ice-rich patch.

164

165

166

valid for T>110 K. We set the initial temperature of Oxo at 160 K, which is approximately143

the radiation equilibrium temperature of Ceres at its average heliocentric distance. The ice-144

rich region [Raponi et al., 2016; Combe et al., 2018] shown in blue in Fig.1 is modeled as-145

suming 85% of "rock" and 15% of water ice (see Tab.2 for the physical properties of the146

materials). In the remaining part of the surface, the percentage of water ice is considered147

negligible. The estimated area covered by water ice by VIR is '7 km2 [Combe et al., 2018].148

The physical quantities of the ice-rock mixture in the ice-rich patch are weighted by volume149

(density and thermal conductivity) and by mass (specific heat), as follows:150

ρmix = v ficeρice + v frock ρrock, (5)

Kmix = v ficeKice + v frockKrock, (6)

cp,mix = m ficecp,ice + m frockcp,rock, (7)

where v fice and v frock are the volumetric percentages of ice and rock, while m fice and151

m frock are the mass percentages. As in Formisano et al. [2018], we corrected the thermal152

conductivity with the Hertz factor, which is defined as the ratio between the grain-to-grain153

area of contact and the cross-section of the grains. The variability of the Hertz factor ranges154

from 0.1 to 10−4, based on the KOSI (Kometensimulation) experiments [Huebner, 2006].155

In this work we have chosen two values, 2 × 10−4 and 10−1, which lead to a thermal inertia156

of about 15 TIU and of about 500 TIU respectively. The thermal inertia of 15 TIU probably157

is the best-known value of this parameter [Rivkin et al., 2011] and it is used in many previ-158

ous thermal modeling, i.e. Hayne and Aharonson [2015]; Schorghofer et al. [2017]; Landis159

et al. [2017]. The albedo of the ice-rich patch is calculated according to the volumetric per-160

centage of rock (85%) and ice (15%). The bolometric albedo is calculated starting from the161

single scattering albedo (SSA) of the water ice and of the dark regolith, accordingly to Hapke162

[2012]; Ciarniello et al. [2017].163
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Figure 1. (A) Ceres’ surface containing the Oxo crater; (B) 3-D reconstruction of the Oxo crater with the
software COMSOL Multiphysics. Cartesian axes are displayed.

172

173

2.2 Shape Model & Mesh167

We use the Ceres’ shape model derived on the basis of the images acquired by the168

Framing Camera [Preusker et al., 2016] during the Survey mission phase. We report in the169

panel A of Fig.1 a portion of Ceres’ surface containing the crater Oxo and in panel B of Fig.1170

the 3-D reconstruction of Oxo by using the software COMSOL Multiphysics.171

The digital terrain model (DTM) we used in these simulations is provided by the Ceres’174

shape model [Preusker et al., 2016]: we processed the shape model data into a format and175

resolution suitable for the numerical code we have used. The original data have been pro-176

cessed and triangulated with an average size of 500 meters, and converted in a stereolithog-177

raphy (STL) file which has been ingested into the COMSOL software suite. The STL file178

is provided in the supplementary material. Top (surface) and bottom side of the 3-D recon-179

struction is meshed with free triangles (17050), while free quadrilaterals are used on the lat-180

eral sides. The appropriate mesh element size is automatically set by the software COMSOL181

Multiphysics on the basis of the physical equations involved and on the Oxo geometry. The182

minimum element size is about 26 m, while the maximum is about 605 m. Beneath the top183

side, 8 boundary layers are included, with a total thickness of 1 cm and a stretching factor of184

1.2. The number of degrees of freedom is 84569. The integration time step is about 2 min-185

utes.186

2.3 Illumination Conditions187

Illumination on the shape model is calculated applying a rotational matrix to a 3-D188

object. In particular, for each facet we multiplied the components of the normal vector (nx ,189

ny and nz) by the rotation matrix ®R, whose components (kx , ky and kz) are given by:190


kx = −cos(Θ)sin(β)cos(ωt) + cos(β)sin(ωt)
ky = cos(Θ)sin(α) [sin(β)sin(ωt) − cos(β)cos(ωt)]
kz = cos(Θ)cos(α) [cos(β)cos(ωt) − sin(β)sin(ωt)] ,

(8)

where Θ is the sub-solar point latitude, α and β are the coordinates of Oxo and ω is the angu-191

lar velocity. Shadowing effects are computed by the hemicube method.192

In Fig.2 we report the solar irradiance in W m−2 on Oxo’s surface at 2.71 AU. Images194

of Fig.2 are at 1 hour each from the other. The southern ice-rich patch results in both cases195

weakly illuminated compared to the other regions of the crater during all the Cerean day.196
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Figure 2. Incoming solar radiation in W m−2 at 2.71 AU during a Cerean day.193

3 Results201

In this section we analyzed the surface temperatures and water vapor production rates202

for the three different scenarios, whose characteristics are reported in Tab.1. In order to203

achieve a stationary state we perform several planetary rotations at a fixed heliocentric dis-204

tance, the same method adopted in Formisano et al. [2018].205

3.1 Cases A1-A2: 2.71 AU - Herschel comparison206

We start to discuss the results of the scenarios A1 and A2, in which the chosen distance207

is compatible with the distance at which Herschel carried out its 24 October 2012 measure-208

ments [Küppers et al., 2014], i.e. 2.71 AU. The results are shown in Fig.3, in which the top209

panels refer to the case of thermal inertia 500 TIU (case A1), while the bottom panels to 15210

TIU (case A2). Time step between the frames is '1 h and a fully Cerean day ('9 h) is cov-211

ered.212

A noticeable difference between these two cases (A1 and A2) is the minimum and213

maximum values of temperature reached during the Cerean day and it is due to the different214

thermal inertia values that affect the way in which the surface reacts to the solar input (see215

Hayne and Aharonson [2015]). In case of low thermal inertia (15 TIU - A2), the maximum216

and minimum values in the floor are 104 K and 215 K respectively, with an average value of217

147 K. Conversely, in case of high thermal inertia (500 TIU - A1), the "day-night"‘ tempera-218

ture profile tends to be more flat, with minimum and maximum values of 156 K and 178 K,219

respectively. The average temperature of the floor, in this case, is 166 K. The values in case220
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Figure 3. Surface temperatures at heliocentric distance (2.71 AU) of Herschel measurements [Küppers
et al., 2014] in case of thermal inertia 500 TIU (top panels - A) and 15 TIU (bottom panels - B). Figures cover
a full Cerean day: each figure is at 1 hour from the other. Color scale on the right refers to temperatures in
Kelvin degrees.

197

198

199

200
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Figure 4. Comparison between the ice-rich patch temperatures of Oxo (blue line) and Juling (red line)
(panel A) and water sublimation rate (panel B) are reported. The calculation is performed at 2.71 AU and
with thermal inertia of 15 TIU.

245

246

247

Crater Latitude Tmin [K] Tmax [K] < T > [K] Mean Rate [molecules m−2 s−1] Rate mm/(9h) τ [Earth years]
Juling 35 S 109 179 143 7.4×1017 7.8×10−4 '13
Oxo 42 N 99 175 129 7.7×1015 8×10−6 '1.3×103

Table 3. Ice-rich patches on Oxo and Juling: temperatures (min, max and mean), mean water vapor rate
production (in molecules for m−2 and s−1) and for planetary rotation, i.e. 9 hours), mean lifetime (τ) of ice at
1 cm beneath the surface. Mean values are calculated over the whole period by using the Eq.(3). Comparison
is carried out at 2.71 AU and thermal inertia 15 TIU.

248

249

250

251

of low thermal inertia are compatible with the mean temperature obtained in the paper of221

Hayne and Aharonson [2015].222

In both cases the ice-rich area in the southern wall is weakly illuminated by the Sun.223

The average temperature is 148 K in case A1 and 129 K in case A2. If we calculate the mean224

value over the whole period we obtain a value of 2×10−4 mm per Cerean day in case A1 and225

8×10−6 mm per Cerean day in case A2, respectively. This means that to erode a "icy-line" of226

1 cm (compatible with the diurnal skin depth) it takes '5×104 Earth years in case A1 and '227

1.3×103 Earth years in case A2. The sublimation rate in molecules m−2 s−1 is 2×1014 for A1228

and 7.7×1015 for A2. Maximum rates can be calculated by using the Eq.(3) by inserting the229

maximum temperature: we obtain 8.8×1017 molecules m−2 s−1 for A1 and 1×1020 molecules230

m−2 s−1 for A2. The range of variability of the temperature in the ice-rich region is 144-154231

K in A1 and 99-175 K in A2.232

3.1.1 Comparison with the Juling ice-rich patch233

It is interesting to compare the results obtained for the ice-rich patches of Oxo and Jul-234

ing. The comparison is made at 2.71 AU and thermal inertia 15 TIU. We used the DTM and235

the physical parameters for Juling already applied in Formisano et al. [2018]. Ice-rich patch236

reaches in case of Juling a maximum value of about 179 K, while in case of Oxo a maxi-237

mum of about 175 K. The diurnal variation of Juling temperature in the ice-rich patch re-238

gion is about 10 K less than that in Oxo (see Fig.4A). If we calculate the sublimation rate239

in molecules for m−2 and s−1 (see Fig.4B) we obtain a mean value for Juling about two or-240

ders of magnitude greater than for Oxo. With these production rates the lifetime of water ice241

within 1 cm from the surface is only few orbits (13 Earth years) in case of Juling and about242

1300 Earth years in case of Oxo. The maximum sublimation rates are very similar both for243

Oxo and Juling: 1×1020 and 2.5×1020. Results are summarized in Tab.3.244
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Figure 5. Surface temperatures of Oxo (blue line) and "two hypothetical Oxo" virtually located at equator
(black line) and at 80°N (red line). The calculation is performed at 2.71 AU and thermal inertia is equal to 15
TIU.

268

269

270

3.1.2 The effects of the latitude252

In order to see the effects of the latitude on the calculation of surface temperatures and253

water vapor production, we virtually located Oxo at the equator and at latitude 80°N. In Fig.5254

we report the average temperature of the floor: calculations are made at 2.71 AU and with255

thermal inertia 15 TIU. As already noted by Landis et al. [2017], the effects of local topogra-256

phy are very important in the estimation of water vapor production and ice lifetime. In fact,257

Landis et al. [2017] showed as a flat terrain at the same latitude as Oxo is characterized by258

a vapor production rate two orders of magnitude greater than the one produced considering259

the effects of the local topography at the same latitude. From Fig.5 we observe that a crater260

with the same topography of Oxo at equator would be characterized by a maximum temper-261

ature of about 220 K, 20 K greater than the average surface temperature of the "real" Oxo.262

The same crater at 80°N very near to the pole, experiences a very weak sun illumination: its263

"day-nigh" profile is very flat and its average surface temperature is close to 130 K. We can264

deduce that a difference of about 90 K exists between the maximum temperature of a crater265

at equator and at 80° pole-ward, while in Hayne and Aharonson [2015] is obtained a differ-266

ence of 100 K without taking into account the real local topography.267

3.2 Case A3: 2.96 AU - VIR comparison271

The last case explored is the one at heliocentric distance 2.96 AU, since it is the dis-272

tance at which we have VIR data to retrieve the surface temperatures. Numerical results give273

a temperature profile shown in Fig.6. Thermal inertia in this case is 15 TIU. The average274

temperature of the ice-rich patch on the southern wall is '142 K, while the floor has an av-275

erage temperature of 163 K. To make a comparison, in the following we will discuss VIR276

measurements of the average temperatures of the floor and of the icy patch.277
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Figure 6. Average temperature of the ice-rich southern patch and of the floor. Calculations are performed at
2.96 AU and for thermal inertia 15 TIU.

278

279

3.2.1 Water ice Temperature retrieval280

Temperature analysis is performed by taking into account the spectral variation of crys-281

talline water ice as a function of the temperature. In particular we focused on the spectral282

region 1.5-1.9 µm which is more sensitive to temperature changes according to Mastrapa283

et al. [2008, 2009]. Water ice has been detected with the VIR spectrometer on board Dawn284

during the LAMO (Low Altitude Mapping Orbit) phase of the mission, at 2.96 AU, and at285

9.5 hour local solar time. We performed the spectral modeling of an average spectrum of the286

water rich region using the Hapke radiative transfer model [Hapke, 2012] in order to retrieve287

the water ice properties. Method and results of the modeling are reported in Raponi et al.288

[2018b]. Taking as input different optical constants, measured at different temperature, we289

obtained different fits to the measured spectrum. The best fit is obtained with optical con-290

stants measured at 150±5 K, as we can see in Fig.7. The uncertainty is due to the sampling291

of 10 K of the measured optical constants [Mastrapa et al., 2008, 2009].292

3.2.2 Crater floor temperature retrieval293

We take into account an average spectrum of the crater floor detected by the Dawn’s294

Visible and InfraRed spectrometer (VIR) during the LAMO phase at 2.96 AU, and at 9.5295

hour local solar time. The total radiance is modeled by accounting for both the contributions296

of the reflected sunlight, and the thermal emission:297

Rad = r
Fsol

D2 + εdB (λ,T) , (9)

where r is the Hapke bidirectional reflectance (see Raponi et al. [2018b] for the details on the298

modeling), Fsol is the solar irradiance at 1 AU, D is the heliocentric distance (in AU), εd is299

the directional emissivity [Hapke, 2012], and B(λ,T) is the Planck function. With an opti-300

mization algorithm we obtained a best fit with a temperature of 169.5 K. The best fit is also301

performed for the spectra obtained by subtracting/adding the standard deviation of the signal302

to the average spectrum. In this way we obtained a lower/upper limit of 165/172.5 K. Results303
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are shown in Fig.8. We note that for both ice-rich patch and crater floor VIR measurements304

return a mean temperature which is in agreement with our numerical simulations, supporting305

the fact that low thermal inertia (i.e. 15 TIU) can characterize Ceres’ surface.306

4 Conclusions312

In this paper we have studied the illumination conditions, and consequently the surface313

temperatures, of a particular location of the northern hemisphere (42°) of Ceres’ surface,314

i.e. the Oxo crater [Raponi et al., 2016; Combe et al., 2016; Combe et al., 2018]. We have315

used the real topography of the crater as well as we have included self-heating effects in the316

energy balance. As revealed by the Dawn’s Visible and InfraRed spectrometer (VIR) mea-317

surements, the southern wall of this crater exhibits spectral evidence of water ice, similarly318

to another crater of the southern hemisphere, the Juling crater [Combe et al., 2016; Raponi319

et al., 2018a]. Our numerical simulations show as "low" values of thermal inertia (15 TIU)320

are necessary to recover a large day-night amplitude, while very high values (500 TIU) lead321

to a relatively flat profile, in agreement with the results obtained by [Hayne and Aharonson,322

2015]. In case of thermal inertia 15 TIU, at the distance compatible with the Herschel mea-323

surements (2.71 AU), the surface temperature ranges from 104 K to 215 K in the floor, while324

the southern ice-rich wall has an average temperature of 129 K. If we calculate the mean325

sublimation rate over the whole rotation we obtain a value of 7.7 ×1015 molecules m−2 s−1.326

Considering that the ice coverage is < 10 km2 [Combe et al., 2018], we obtain an emission327

rate significantly <1 kg s−1, well below the Herschel emission (6 kg s−1). This means that a328

large emitting area is required and the only southern wall is not sufficient to supply a water329

ice emission rate compatible with the Herschel measures [Küppers et al., 2014]. Assuming330

that the whole crater (area of 8×107 m2) emits, we do not recover the Herschel water vapour331

rate, obtaining a value of the order of 1023 molecules for second. We can note that a compar-332

ison with the Juling crater, at the same thermophysical conditions, lead to an emission rate of333

7.4 ×1017 molecules m−2 s−1, two orders of magnitude greater for Juling. Maximum rates,334

instead, are very similar and of the order of 1020 molecules m−2 s−1. Considering that Juling335

is 20-km in diameter (area of 3×108 m2) and assuming that the whole crater contributes to336

the water vapour emission, we obtain a value very close to the Herschel detection [Küppers337

et al., 2014].338

Our numerical results performed at 2.96 AU, with thermal inertia 15 TIU, indicates an339

average temperature of 142 K and 163 K for the ice-rich patch and for the floor, respectively.340

These values are in agreement, in the limit of the error, with the VIR measurements, which341

return a value of 150±5 K for the patch and a lower/upper limit of 165/172.5 K for the floor.342

It is also interesting to see the effects of the latitude on the surface temperature. An hypothet-343

ical Oxo at the equator experiences temperatures as high as 220 K (in the floor). Conversely,344

near the pole, the day-night profile becomes relatively flat, with an average temperature of the345

floor of 140 K.346

Our numerical simulations suggest that the mean emission rate of the Oxo ice-rich347

patch is not sufficient to justify the Herschel measurements (1026 molecules s−1 or equiv-348

alently 6 kg s−1)[Küppers et al., 2014], even if we consider that also the crater floor con-349

tributed to the water emission, due to the smaller size of Oxo respect Juling. Probably the350

Juling crater is more likely than Oxo to represent the source of the water vapour emission351

detected by Herschel.352
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